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Real Varieties and p-adic Varieties 
GUSTAVE EFROYMSON 
Let R be the real numbers and RIXl ,..., XJ = A be the polynomial ring. 
Let $$I be a prime ideal of A, then A/?) is orderable iff its quotient field is 
orderable. ills0 let VR(s@) = {u E R” I f(u) --. 0 for all f in 5@} and I( V&$3)) == 
{g E 4 1 g(a) =: 0 for all a in C’,(Q)>. The Dubois-Risler nullstellensatz says 
that I(V&$)) = ‘$3 iff iz is orderable. The same holds when R is replaced 
by any real closed field. 
There are other properties equivalent to A/v orderable, namely-: 
(1) VRCW) = ‘v. 
(2) VR(‘*) contains a nonsingular point. 
(3) V&$3) is “solid, ” i.e., contains a ball of the right dimension. 
Moreover, there is a local theory for C’(v). For, let v be as above, a real 
prime. Take P in VR($3). Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) P is a limit point of real nonsingular points of V,(W). 
(2) There exists an ordering of K(V), the function field of V($I) such 
that the induced valuation is centered at P. 
(3) On any desingularization of V(q), th ere exist real points mapping 
to P. 
(4) For any f in K( C’), which can be represented as a sum of squares, 
iff(P) is defined thenf(P) ,> 0. 
Condition (2) as above is equivalent to condition (3) of [2, p. 1361 and all 
the above were proved in lot. cit. except (4) which will be shown below. 
THEOREM 1. Let ?&I he a real prime and let f E k’(V), notation as above. 
Then f in K(V) is 50 on all nonsingular points of V,(v) for zuhich it is dejined 
if and only if f can be represented as a sum of squares in K(V). 
Proof. This follows easily from the Tarski-Seidenberg principle. Let L 
be a real closure of K(V) ordered so that f < 0. Let 9 be the map -4/v CL. 
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Assume ‘p = (fi ,...,fs). Th en consider the statement: (*) For all a in K” 
with fi(a) = 0 all i, and rank af,/&,(a) maximal, f(u) 2 0 if f(u) is defined. 
This statement is true for K = R, so it is true for K = L. But clearly 
f(vX, ,..., yXn) is defined and all f,(vX, ,..., TX,) = 0 and rank 8f/ax,(vX) 
is maximal sof(pXi ,..., p X ) > 0. The contradiction shows that K(V) cannot n ,
be ordered so that f < 0 and so f must be a sum of squares. For the other 
way, note that f a sum of squares in K(V) implies that in the neighborhood 
of any non-singular point of V,(!@), f 2 0, so iff is defined at P thenf(P) > 0. 
In this paper, we prove that there are p-adic analogs to all these results. 
This follows rather easily from Kochen’s results on p-adically closed fields [4]. 
In fact, Kochen gives in lot. cit. a statement of a nullstellensatz which is some- 
what different from the one we want here. 
We now recall some definitions from Kochen lot. cit. 
DEFINITION. Let p be a prime number. A valuation z, on a field K of 
characteristic 0 is called a p-valuation if 
(1) the value group has v(p) as smallest positive element; 
(2) the residue class field of v = Z/pZ. 
A field is called p-adic if it possesses a p-adic valuation. 
A field is p-adically closed if it is p-adic and if no finite proper extension 
is p-adic. 
An example of a p-adic field is Q, , as is its completion &, . Kochen proves 
that every p-adic field is embeddable in a p-adically closed field and that the 
theory of p-adically closed fields is model complete which for us means that the 
analog of Tarski-Seidenberg holds for p-adically closed fields. 
To start with an easy result, we demonstrate the “nullstellensatz” for 
Q&C ,...> X,] = A. For let ‘$ be a prime ideal in A and define V,(‘$) = 
(u E k” 1 f(u) = 0 for all f in ‘p} and I(V#B)) = {f in A 1 f(u) = 0 for all a 
in V,(@)}. Let k = Q!, . 
THEOREM 2. We have I( V#3)) = ‘p iff K, the function jield of V, is p-adic. 
Proof. Let $3 = (gl ,..., gs). Consider the statement: (*) For all a in Fn, 
g,(u) = 0 for all i, implies f(u) = 0. This statement is true for any p-adically 
closed field F containing Q, . So let L be a p-adic closure of K(V), the function 
field of V. Then (*) is true for L and letting v be the composition mapping 
as before, A --+ A/!# CL, we see that gi(pX, ,..., TX~) = 0 for all i so 
f(~x,,...,aJ = 0 = vf SOfEW Q.E.D. 
The equivalent conditions in Theorem 2 are thus equivalent to the various 
conditions given in the paper [3] for a Q, variety to be “solid,” i.e., to contain 
a nonsingular p-adic point or to contain a solid Q, ball of the right dimension. 
We now wish to show that there are local conditions like those in the real case. 
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DEFINITION. We will call V(c@) a p-adic variety if I(VJC(‘@)) = +$I holds, 
and so if any of the other equivalent conditions hold. 
We are interested in finding local conditions on a point P of V,(?j.I) which 
will assure us that it lies on a “solid” p-adic branch of V. 
THEOREM 3. The following aye equivalent: 
(1) P is a limit point of nonsir@ar Q,, points of V(+@). 
(2) On any desingulavization of V(+q), th ere exist 0, points mappirq to P. 
(3) There exists a p-adic valuation of K(V) centered at P. 
(4) For all f in K(I;) which are in Quotr(Z[Y(k)]) = R’ and for which 
f(P) is de$ned, f (P) is integral. 
DEFINITION. y(f) =: l/p((f p -.f) -- (f” - f)-‘)-I and y(K) =z [y(f) f is 
in K). Kochen has proved, lot. cit. that K isp-adic iff l/p $ R’. This corresponds 
to the condition in the real case that K be orderable, i.e., that -1 not be a sum 
of squares. Here T = (1 + pal / 01 E Z[y(K)]}. 
Before proving Theorem 3, we ought to try and explain what we mean by 
a p-adic valuation centered at p. For if K is the function field of I’, then a 
p-valuation on K will not be trivial on k == Q,, But if v is the p-adic valuation, 
then v(p) is the smallest positive element in the value group, G. So, if we let 
N = the subgroup of the value group generated by v(p), then w c ; IT where 
rr: G - G/N, gives a valuation trivial on k and it is this valuation which we 
refer to as being “centered” somewhere. An old theorem of Krull [5], shows 
that if K/k has a valuation u: centered at a k point, where k : (2, , there exists 
a valuation v on K which is p-adic and induces ZL’ as above. Moreover, Krull, 
lot. cit. Satz [22] has shown that if K/R has a valuation w centered at a real 
point P of V, then there exists an ordering of K inducing the valuation v as 
in the case above. 
To prove Theorem 3, we have to prove several intermediate results. 
PROPOSITION I. Condition (1) implies condition (3) in Theorem 3. 
Proof. Let L T: uz=, k((W)). Y L ow k is algebraically closed in L-1/‘$J since 
‘@ is a p-adic prime. This implies that L[Xr ,..., X,]/‘@L[X, ,..,, -I-,] is an 
integral domain by ZS [7, Theorem 32, p. 3201. Let ‘$3 = (gr ,..., g,?), P = 
(O,..., 0), ord = valuation on K. Then consider the statement: (*) For all I + 0 
in the value group G of ord, there exists (al ,..., a,) in k’” such that g,(a) = 0, 
ord(a,) > 1 for all i, and rank(8gi/8xj)( a is maximal. This statement is true ) 
for k so it is true for L since L is p-adically closed. This is because if li is the 
algebraic closure of R, then (uz=‘=, k(tl:“)) = L, the algebraic closure of L, 
and thus E = L(k). Th is shows that L is p-adically closed. Now we see that 
by (*) there exist al(t),..., a,(t) in L so that ord(a,(t)) > ord(t), gi(a(t)) _ 0, 
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and rank(agi/axj(a(t)) is maximal. So a(t) = (al(t),..., a,(t)) is a nonsingular 
point on V,(v). Then the completion of the local ring of V, at a(t) is a pure 
power series ring B over L. We can put a p-valuation v on B which will 
induce a p-valuation on K(T/,) centered at u(t). Now let w = v restricted 
to A/‘$. Now we claim that w is a p-valuation on K(V). For certainly w(p) 
is minimal among the positive elements in the value group and the residue 
field is still Z/pZ. Moreover, we can show that w is centered at (O,..., 0). To 
see this note that V(X< - ai( > v@(t)) f or all i and all b(t) # 0 in L since 
v is centered at u(t). For all X E k, X # 0, h - t is a unit in Y(t)). This implies 
that for all A # 0, h in k, v(X) < v(t). So v(h) < v(ai(t)) implies v(xi) > v(X) 
for all i since xi = (xi - ai( + ai( So we see that w is centered at 
(0 ,..., 0) = P. Here xi = Xi mod ‘$. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let P be a k point of V which is a limit point of nonsingular k 
points. Then if r: W--f V is a desingulurizution, there exist k points on r-‘(P). 
Proof. Take a projectivization of V and write everything as a projective 
variety. Let r-‘(P) = {qi = 0}, where the qi are homogeneous polynomials. 
Since n is continuous, for all integers m there exists Qm in v’(P) and R, in 
W, with ord(Q, - R,) 3 m. But then qi(Qm) = 0 implies that qi(R,,,) E 0 
mod pllL. We assume that all points are normalized so that some coordinate 
+O mod p and all coordinates are integral. So we have a solution to qi ES 0 mod pm 
for all m. This implies that we have a solution in &, and so in k = Q, by [l]. 
So far we have shown that (1) implies (2) and (1) implies (3). But (2) implies 
(1) is easy since in the neighborhood of any k point of T+(P) there exist lots 
of k points in the inverse image of V,,q = the nonsingular points of V. 
For (3) implies (1) we let L be a p-adic closure of K(V), and let cp be the 
composite map A + ./l/q CL. Let (?Xr ,..., TX,) = Q in L”. Let !@ = 
(g, ,..., gJ as before, and P = (0 ,..., 0). Then for all m we have (*) There 
exists Q in L” with v(Q) = (minimum of valuations of all coordinates of Q) > m, 
g*(Q) = 0, and rank(WN)(Q) a maximum. So there exists such a point 
in k” again by model completeness. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let V be as in Theorem 3, with function field K, and let 
R’ = QuotT(ZIY(k)]). Then g E R’ $f g(Q) is integral for all nonsingular Q 
in V,(P). 
Proof. By Roquette [6], g E R’ iff v(g) > 0 for every p-valuation v on K. 
So consider (*) ordg(Q) >, 0 for all Q with Q in k”, gi(Q) = 0, and 
rank(8gJ8xj)(Q) is maximal. This statement is true for L, any p-adic closure 
of K. So in particular, v(g(vX, ,..., vXn)) >, 0, i.e., v(g) > 0 for anyp-valuation 
on K. Thus g E R’. 
COROLLARY. (1) implies(4). 
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Proof. Let P be a limit point of nonsingular points of V7J@), then Q(P)) = 
lim z(g(Q,)) will be ‘0 since v(g(Qi)) > 0 as the Qi are nonsingular k points, 
and St7 is in R’. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let P he a point of krl and let U he a neighborhood of P. 
Then there exists g in k[X, ,..., S,,] which is not integral at P but which is inte%gral 
outside of U. 
Proof. Take P (0 ,..., 0) and we first assume that U = (0 = (ai ,..., a,,) 
ord(a,) ..:- O}. Now for p :>, 2, note that xr)--1 f yn-1 -7 0, 1, 2 modp or is not 
integral. Thus (,+t 1 Y”-~)“-~ (0, l> modp or is not integral. For more 
variables, we start with r~+ - ($-’ + $‘)“-r and let pj 1 i := (pj -+ .Y:‘;~‘,J’~-‘. 
Then p,, takes on only the values 0 or 1 mod p or is not integral and is 0 mod p 
iff all *v, 0 mod p. So we let 01 = vn - 1 and let 0” = l/p(ol + a-‘) -I. Then 
it is cask to see that g has the required properties. For smaller neighborhoods. 
we can choose .y2-‘,’ := .v;/p”’ for m large enough and take g(xr’,..., x,~‘). 
For p : 2, let q+ (x1? + xS2 -- l)(.z,” + x22 - 2) so that pz ~ 0 or 
2 mod 4 or is not integral and is mm-2 iff -2’i and No are ~=zO mod 2. So now let 
y,i , (e, / &)(~j !- $+i - l)“(vj + $, i - 3) which is clearly 10 mod 4 
or not integral unless .vj i -1: 0 and v’i .A 2 mod 4. For note that if a and h 
are not integral then let a = ~-Yc, b = 2-%Y where u and v are units. Then 
a2 ,- f)” 2-%~~ 1 2~-%” and so we only get cancellation if iy = ,6. Then the 
sum is 112 )- v2/223; and since u and v are -=I mod 2, u2 }- vz =: 2 mod 4 and so 
ord(a’ bz) = -2a k 1 and is still <O. This is sufficient to see that v,, 
has the property that it is =2 mod 4 iff all xi are ~-0 mod 2. So here let 
g = i(r,,;2 t 2j~,,)-l. And take the same modification for smaller neighborhoods 
as above. 
60R01.1AKY. Condition (4) implies (1). 
Proof. .ssume that P is not a limit point of nonsingular k points. Then 
there exists a neighborhood U of P which contains no nonsingular points 
of I -,; So bp Proposition 4, there exists g so that g is not integral at P but 
g is integral on all nonsingular points of Vn- . Thus by Proposition 3, g is in R’. 
But this contradicts (4). 
The starting point for the paper [3] was the question of Risler as to when does 
a real prime ‘$3 of RIXl ,..., X,] generate a real ideal in R[[X, ,..., ‘YJ] ? The 
answer is when every branch of V(‘$) through (O,..., 0) has (O,..., 0) as a limit 
point of real nonsingular points. Now clearly, the same sort of thing should 
hold in the p-adic case. Namely, $ C k[X, ,..., X,] a p-adic prime should 
imply that ‘$3k[[Xl ,..., X,,]] is an intersection of p-adic primes iff each branch 
of lY(‘p) through (0, 0 ,..., 0) has (0 ,..., 0) as a limit point of nonsingular k points. 
This follows from: 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let $4 be a p-adic prime of k[X, ,..., X,J and P = (0 ,..., 0) 
a p-adic normal point of V&3). Then P is a limit point of nonsingular points 
of V,(P) iff ‘$k[[X, ,..., X,]] is a p-adic prime. 
Proof. Since P is normal, p3k[[X, ,..., X,]] is prime. Suppose that P is 
a limit point of nonsingular k points. Then by Theorem 3, there exists a 
p-valuation on K[X, ,..., X,]/‘$ = B centered at P. So this valuation extends 
to the completion of the local ring BP, which is isomorphic to 
kUX1 ,...> X,]]/$Vz[X, ,..., XJ]. But this implies that ‘$ extended is a p-adic 
prime. 
For the converse, note that we have KIXI ,..., X,]/Cp G Iz[[X, ,..., X,]]/ 
‘$Iz[X, ,..., X,] and we have by hypothesis ap-adic valuation v on k[[X, ,..., X,J]/ 
Qk[[X, ,..., X,]]. Th en v induces a p-adic valuation on k[X, ,..., X,]/‘@. 
We need only check that the center is at P. But X E k implies that A - xi is a 
unit in k[[X, ,..., X,]]/Qk[[X, ,..., X,]] which implies that w(X - xi) = 0. 
Then w(xJ > v(h) for all h in k, where w = 21 o r as was previously shown. 
But then we cannot have w(q) = 0 for since the residue field of w is k, we 
would have xi = A for some h in k mod w and then w(q - A) > 0. Thus 
the center of w is at P and we are done. 
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